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Introducing Linguistics
2014-06-05

covering thinkers from aristotle to saussure and chomsky introducing linguistics reveals the rules and beauty
that underlie language our most human skill

Introducing Aesthetics
2010

a clear and insightful graphic guide to this important branch of philosophy

Introducing Psychology
2014-06-05

what is psychology when did it begin where did it come from how does psychology compare with related
subjects such as psychiatry and psychotherapy to what extent is it scientific introducing psychology answers all
these questions and more explaining what the subject has been in the past and what it is now the main schools
of thought and the sections within psychology are described including introspection biopsychology
psychoanalysis behaviourism comparative animal psychology cognitive approaches including the gestalt
movement social psychology developmental psychology and humanism the key figures covered include freud
pavlov skinner bandura piaget bowlby maslow and rogers as well as many lesser known but important
psychologists



Introducing Sociology
2016-11-03

sociology is interested in the ways people shape the society they live in and the ways society shapes them
simply it is the study of what modern society is and how it functions in the series inimitable style introducing
sociology traces the origins of sociology from industrialization revolution and the enlightenment through to
globalization neoliberalism and the fear of nationalism introducing you to key thinkers movements and concepts
along the way you will develop insight into the world around you as you engage your sociological imagination
and explore studies of the city theories of power and knowledge concepts of national racial and sexual identity
and much more

A Graphic Guide to Art Therapy
2021-09-21

what are the core concepts of art therapy what can you learn from a drawing of a bird s nest a collage or some
scribbles why become an art therapist and how do you do it what happens in the therapy room in the style of a
graphic novel a graphic guide to art therapy answers these questions and more art therapy and its key concepts
theory and practice are introduced through illustrations and text beginning with an overview of art therapy as
both a practice and a career it shows the routes to becoming an art therapist and what the role entails the
essential approaches frameworks techniques and assessment styles of art therapy are visualised and discussed
making this book the perfect companion on your journey as an art therapist



Gender: A Graphic Guide
2019-11-07

an outstanding work cn lester author of trans like me join the creators of queer a graphic history could totally
change the way you think about sex and gender vice on an illustrated journey of gender exploration is
masculinity toxic why are public toilets such a political issue how has feminism changed the available gender
roles and for whom why might we all benefit from challenging binary thinking about sex gender in this unique
illustrated guide meg john barker and jules scheele travel through our shifting understandings of gender across
time and space from ideas about masculinity and femininity to non binary and trans genders to intersecting
experiences of gender race sexuality class disability and more tackling current debates and tensions which can
divide communities and even cost lives barker and scheele look to the past and the future to explore how we
might all approach gender in more caring and celebratory ways

Capitalism: A Graphic Guide
2019-06-20

capitalism shapes every aspect of our world beyond just our economic structures it moulds our values and
influences the way we write laws wage wars and even conduct personal relationships from its beginnings to the
present day capitalism a graphic guide tells the story of capitalism s remarkable and often ruthless rise evolving
through strife and struggle as much as innovation and enterprise this non fiction graphic novel explores the key
developments that have shaped our modern world from early banking to the opium wars financial crashes the
rise of service economies and concerns about sustainability it also introduces us to the leading proponents and
critics of capitalism providing both a theoretical and practical understanding of this fascinating subject



Introducing Einstein Graphic Gui
2012-09-01

compact introducing guide to the father of modern physics albert einstein s development of the theory of
general relativity caused a transformation in in the physics world he received the 1921 novel prize for physics
for his services to theoretical physics and his name has become synonymous with genius joseph schwartz and
michael mcguiness guide is a concise readable guide to the most influential physicist to have ever lived

Introducing Modernism
2015-03-14

modernism is usually thought of as a shock wave of innovations hitting art architecture music cinema and
literature the work of picasso joyce schoenberg movements like futurism and dada the architecture of le
corbusier t s eliot s the wasteland and the avant garde theatre of bertolt brecht or samuel beckett but what
really defines modernism why did it begin and how long did it last is modernism over now chris rodriguez and
chris garratt s brilliant graphic guide is a brilliant exploration of the last century s most thrilling artistic work and
what it s really all about

Introducing Machiavelli
2015-06-18

illustrated guide to the crucial italian philosopher and author of the prince machiavellian is a popular byword for
treachery and opportunism machiavelli s classic book on statecraft the prince published over 400 years ago
remains controversial to this day because of its electrifying frankness as a practical guide to power is it a how to



manual for dictators a cynical philosophy of the end justifies the means or a more complex and subtle analysis
of successful government machiavelli was a loyal servant of the florentine republic his opposition to medici
despotism led him to torture on the rack and exile and yet he chose as his model for the prince the most
notorious tyrant cesare borgia introducing machiavelli traces the colourful life of this paradoxical realist whose
clear sighted patriotism made him the first truly modern political scientist machiavelli is seen as central to the
postmodern debate on civil society this book brings the creative turbulence of renaissance italy to life and
presents a compelling portrait of a key figure of european political history

Introducing Postmodernism
2014-06-05

what connects marliyn monroe disneyworld the satanic verses and cyber space answer postmodernism but
what exactly is postmodernism this graphic guide explains clearly the maddeningly enigmatic concept that has
been used to define the world s cultural condition over the last three decades introducing postmodernism tracks
the idea back to its roots by taking a tour of some of the most extreme and exhilarating events people and
thought of the last 100 years in art constructivism conceptual art marcel duchamp jackson pollock and andy
warhol in politics and history mccarthy s witch hunts feminism francis fukuyama and the holocaust in philosophy
the work of derrida baudrillard foucault and heidegger the book also explores postmodernism s take on today
and the anxious grip of globalisation unpredictable terrorism and unforeseen war that greeted the dawn of the
21st century regularly controversial rarely straightforward and seldom easy postmodernism is nonetheless a
thrilling intellectual adventure introducing postmodernism is the ideal guide

Introducing Literary Criticism
2016-02-04



from plato to virginia woolf structuralism to practical criticism introducing literary criticism charts the history
and development of literary criticism into a rich and complex discipline tackling disputes over the value and
meaning of literature and exploring theoretical and practical approaches this unique illustrated guide will help
readers of all levels to get more out of their reading

Introducing Philosophy of Science
2011

unique graphic introductions to big ideas and thinkers written by experts in the field

Introducing Economics
2014-06-05

a comic book introduction to economics from david orrell the author of economyths 11 ways economics gets it
wrong with illustrations from borin van loon part of the internationally recognised introducing graphic guide
series today it seems all things are measured by economists the so called dismal science has never been more
popular or given its failure to predict or prevent the recent financial crisis more controversial but what are the
findings of economics is it really a science and how can it help our lives introducing economics traces the history
of the subject from the ancient greeks to the present day orrell and van loon bring to life the contributions of
great economists such as adam smith karl marx john maynard keynes and milton friedman and delve into ideas
from new areas such as ecological and complexity economics that are revolutionizing the field



Introducing Game Theory
2017

in introducing game theory economists ivan and tuvana pastine explore this fascinating area which looks
beneath the surface of human behaviour calling upon psychology evolutionary biology political science and
sociology to explain why when faced with a decision we sometimes cooperate sometimes clash and sometimes
act in a way that seems completely random publisher s description

Feminism
2019

in this unique illustrated introduction we ll explore the early history of conscious struggle against sexist
oppression through the modern waves of feminism up to present day conversations about metoo intersectional
feminism and women s rights in the middle east we ll look at critical theory popular action and the social and
cultural forces that affect attitudes toward gender women s lives and the struggle for equality

Introducing Rousseau
2015-09-03

illustrated guide to the crucial french philosopher who denied bring a philosopher at all i am like no one else in
the whole world thus begins jean jacques rousseau s defiant confessions an autobiography of astounding
psychological insight musician poet novelist and botanist but above all a philosopher who firmly denied being
one rousseau was the first to ask what is the value of civilization his answer that civilization corrupts natural
goodness and increases social inequalities shocked his enlightenment contemporaries and still challenges us



today did rousseau inspire the french revolution can romanticism psychoanalysis and existentialism all be
traced back to him introducing rousseau presents a maverick thinker whose ideas revolutionized our
understanding of childhood education government language and much else dave robinson s clear and concise
account of rousseau s ideas engagingly dramatized by oscar zarate s illustrations guides the reader through
rousseau s turbulent life of lost innocence persecution and paranoia

Introducing Capitalism
2014-06-05

capitalism now dominates the globe both in economics and ideology shapes every aspect of our world and
influences everything from laws wars and government to interpersonal relationships introducing capitalism tells
the story of its remarkable and often ruthless rise evolving through strife and struggle as much as innovation
and enterprise dan cryan and sharron shatil with piero s brilliant graphics cover the major economic social and
political developments that shaped the world we live in such as the rise of banking the founding of america and
the opium wars the book explores the leading views for and against including thinkers like adam smith karl
marx theodor adorno and milton friedman the connections between them and their historical context few ideas
have had as much impact on our everyday lives as capitalism introducing capitalism is the essential companion

Introducing Jung
2015-06-18

clever and witty susie orbach guardian carl gustav jung was the enigmatic and controversial father of analytical
psychology this updated edition of introducing jung brilliantly explains the theories that underpin jung s work
delves into the controversies that led him to break away from freud and describes his near psychotic breakdown
from which he emerged with radical new insights into the nature of the unconscious mind and which were



published for the first time in 2009 in the red book step by step maggie hyde demonstrates how it was entirely
logical for him to explore the psychology of religion alchemy astrology the i ching and other phenomena
rejected by science in his investigation of his patients dreams fantasies and psychic disturbances

The Big Ideas Notebook
2016-03-15

sampling of illustrations from the volumes of the introducing series of graphic guides on philosophy and science

Gurafikku gaido yakuzaishi no gino
2018

the works of french philosopher alain badiou range from novels poems romanopéras and popular political
treatises to elaborate philosophical arguments engaging with mathematical theory badiou suggests that
philosophy is always a biography of the philosopher and throughout all of his writing there is a staunch
commitment to emancipatory politics and a radical yet faithful subjectivity his famous or infamous philosophy of
emancipation is firmly grounded in his fidelity to the universal idea of a collective life introducing alain badiou is
an elegantly written and crisply illustrated guide to an essential contemporary thinker

Introducing Alain Badiou
2014-12-01

martin heidegger philosophy s hidden king or leading exponent of a dangerously misguided secular mysticism
heidegger has been acclaimed as the most powerfully original philosopher of the twentieth century profoundly



influential on deconstruction existentialism and phenomenology he stands behind all major strands of post
structuralist and postmodern thought heidegger announced the end of philosophy and of humanism and was a
committed nazi and vocal supporter of hitler s national socialism was heidegger offering a deeply conservative
mythology or a crucial deconstruction of philosophy as we have known it introducing heidegger provides an
accessible introduction to his notoriously abstruse thinking mapping out its historical contexts and exploring its
resonances in ecology theology art architecture literature and other fields the book opens up an encounter with
a kind of thinking whose outlines might still not yet be clear and whose forms might still surprise us

Introducing Heidegger
2015-03-14

a succinct and accessible introduction to the philosophical study of the mind

Introducing Consciousness
2010

introducing the enlightenment is the essential guide to the giants of the enlightenment voltaire diderot adam
smith samuel johnson immanuel kant benjamin franklin and thomas jefferson the enlightenment of the 18th
century was a crucial time in human history a vast moral scientific and political movement the work of
intellectuals across europe and the new world who began to free themselves from despotism bigotry and
superstition and tried to change the world introducing the enlightenment is a clear and accessible introduction
to the leading thinkers of the age the men and women who believed that rational endeavour could reveal the
secrets of the universe



Introducing the Enlightenment
2015-09-03

christianity depends on the belief that the jesus of history is identical with the christ of faith and that god in the
person of jesus intervened finally and decisively in human history but is the historical jesus the same as the
christian saviour and how did an obscure provincial religion based on the paradox of a crucified saviour conquer
the roman empire and outlive it introducing jesus a graphic guide confronts the enigmas it sets jesus in the
perspective of his time within judaism and its expectations of a messiah in the atmosphere of greek philosophy
and the roman deification of emperors it traces the development of christianity from st paul and the
romanization of the church to modern liberation theology this book is a lucid and exciting investigation that will
appeal to all readers whether christian or not

Introducing Jesus
2015-09-03

this book was conceived designed and produced by ilex press limited uk title page verso

The Photographer's Eye - A Graphic Guide
2013

an introducing graphic guide to the father of modern anthropology



Introducing Levi-Strauss
2014

fractals are the geometry of the natural world they re about the broken wrinkled wiggly world the uneven
shapes of nature unlike the idealised forms of euclidean geometry we see fractals everywhere indeed we are
fractals ourselves fractal geometry is an extension of classical geometry which can make precise models of
physical structures from ferns to galaxies it can describe the shape of a cloud as precisely as an architect can
describe a house introducing fractals traces the historical development of this mathematical discipline explores
its descriptive powers in the natural world and then looks at the applications and the implications of the
discoveries it has made as john archibald wheeler protégé of niels bohr friend of albert einstein and mentor of
richard feynman has said no one will be considered scientifically literate tomorrow who is not familiar with
fractals

Unmind, a Graphic Guide to Self-Realization
2021-05

for many learning to read can be a struggle what are the five keys to learning how does the brain learn how to
sound out written words why was writing even invented what are the benefits of reading how do comics support
literacy how we read a graphic guide to literacy is a charming playful and fascinating 32 page comic book that
answers these questions and more whether you are trying to learn how to read or trying to help someone who is
this comic will help



Introducing Fractals
2014-06-05

what do we mean by social class in the 21st century a new graphic guide from icon books sociologists laura
harvey and sarah leaney and award winning comics artist danny noble present an illustrated journey through
the history sociology and lived experience of class what can class tell us about gentrification precarious work
the role of elites in society or access to education how have thinkers explored class in the past and how does it
affect us today how does class inform activism and change class a graphic guide challenges simplistic and
stigmatizing ideas about working class people discusses colonialist roots of class systems and looks at how class
intersects with race sexuality gender disability and age from the publishers of the bestselling queer a graphic
history this is a vibrant enjoyable introduction for students community workers activists and anyone who wants
to understand how class functions in their own lives

How We Read
2021-08-20

the planet s power players are learning about the world of politics

Class
2022-08-04

car marques is a unique visual compendium of over 90 automobile logos and emblems the book is arranged
alphabetically and provides a detailed profile of each logo annotated diagrams highlight specific design details
and reveal hidden symbolism includes color swatches with cmyk values and hexadecimal codes visual timelines



show the evolution of selected logos from their origins to today an invaluable resource and a perfect gift for car
enthusiasts collectors designers and readers interested in the automotive industry

Power Play
2011-04

no one can escape the influence of the media every day we watch hours of tv listen to the radio read
newspapers and magazines go to the cinema sit in front of videos or surf the these information commodities
exercise enormous influence and power over all of us introducing media studies explores the complex
relationship between the media ideology knowledge and power it provides a scintillating tour of media history
and presents a coherent view of the media industry media theory and methods in media research it explains
how the audience is constructed and how it in turn interprets the content and meaning of media representation
we also learn how to analyse film deconstruct advertising and appreciate how tv and the press shape public
opinion the media is a condition of our existence and in an unprecedented way the pervading shape of our
history no one can afford to neglect a critical understanding of its omnipresence here is an entertaining and
informative book accessible to students and general readers concerned with the increasing power influence and
proliferation of the media

Car Marques
2018

beautiful new edition of a classic comic book introduction to marxist thought karl marx was one of the most
influential thinkers of the late 19th century inspiring revolutions and colossal political upheavals that have
radically transformed the lives of millions of people and the geopolitical map of the entire world but was he a
marxist himself and how are his ideas still in play in today s society marxism a graphic guide traces the story of



marx s original philosophy from its roots in 19th century european thinkers like hegel to its influence on modern
day culture it looks at marxism s russian disciples lenin trotsky and stalin who forged a ruthless dogmatic
communism and the alternative marxist approaches of gramsci the frankfurt school of critical theory and the
structuralist marxism of althusser in the 1960s rupert woodfin and oscar zarate s classic book updated by alex
locascio explores the life history philosophy and politics of this most divisive of thinkers and argues that
marxism remains a powerful set of ideas even today

Introducing Media Studies
2015-03-14

what is time the 5th century philosopher st augustine famously said that he knew what time was so long as no
one asked him is time a fourth dimension similar to space or does it flow in some sense and if it flows does it
make sense to say how fast does the future exist is time travel possible why does time seem to pass in only one
direction these questions and others are among the deepest and most subtle that one can ask but introducing
time presents them many for the first time in an easily accessible lucid and engaging manner wittily illustrated
by ralph edney

Marxism: A Graphic Guide
2018-01-04

immanuel kant laid the foundations of modern western thought every subsequent major philosopher owes a
profound debt to kant s attempts to delimit human reason as an appropriate object of philosophical enquiry and
yet kant s relentless systematic formalism made him a controversial figure in the history of the philosophy that
he helped to shape introducing kant focuses on the three critiques of pure reason practical reason and
judgement it describes kant s main formal concepts the relation of mind to sensory experience the question of



freedom and the law and above all the revaluation of metaphysics kant emerges as a diehard rationalist yet
also a romantic deeply committed to the power of the sublime to transform experience the illustrated guide
explores the paradoxical nature of the pre eminent philosopher of the enlightenment his ideas and explains the
reasons for his undiminished importance in contemporary philosophical debates

Introducing Time
2014-05-15

wagner s operatic works rank with the supreme achievements of western culture but acceptance of wagner s
musical genius is tempered by feelings of misgiving and many believe the composer s underlying ideas to be
indefensible a self styled social revolutionary wagner thought the world could be redeemed through
vegetarianism and aryan philosophy introducing wagner a graphic guide separates the composer s art from the
ideas and the arrogant destructive personal behaviour of the man

Introducing Kant
2015-03-14

Introducing Media Studies
1999



Introducing Wagner
2015-09-03
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